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Bonds used to Fund Infrastructure Assets

Corporate Bonds

Unsecured Senior Bank Bonds

Sovereign Bonds

Project Bonds

ABS (CLO) Bonds

Covered Bank Bonds

Sub-Sovereign (Municipal) Bonds
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Euro Amortising Listed Project Bond Market History
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Investor Considerations

Initial Credit Rating 

Capital Charges (Internal and/or Regulatory)

Secondary Market Liquidity

Mark-to-Market Valuation

Disclosure

Correlation

Specific Idiosyncratic Risk Factors 
e.g. construction, leverage, start-up traffic, political, currency, derivatives

Perceived Future Ratings Volatility (“Cliff Risk”)

Administrative barriers e.g. if specialist team or back-office functionality required

Price (Relative Value & Absolute Returns) 
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Technical Issues re “EU Project Bond” Proposal

• Project Ratings Ceiling
− Sovereign Ceiling
− Single Site Risk
− Methodology – probability of default vs. expected loss vs. benchmarking

• Senior Tranche Control Rights
− Triggers for switch of voting between junior and senior tranches
− Expert representative (and/or agent) of senior for monitoring / control
− Circumstances permitting mezzanine write-downs; restructuring
− Senior entrenched rights

• Refinancing vs. New Construction

• Public Disclosure Obligations re Senior Tranche (if listed)

• Form of Guarantee (if not pre-funded)
− Time-to-pay
− Conditions to payment
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Important Notice

This presentation is only directed at persons who are investment professionals under Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 ("FPO") or high net worth entities under Article 49 FPO or any other person to whom it
can be lawfully communicated (together, "relevant persons"). The activity to which this presentation relates is only available to and will 
only be engaged in with relevant persons. Anyone other than relevant persons should not rely upon the contents of this presentation.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements. Important factors such as general market conditions and the competitive 
environment could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected in these forward-looking statements. Risk factors are 
detailed in MBIA Inc’s 10K, which is available on our website, www.mbia.com. Trifinium Advisors Limited (“Trifinium”) and MBIA UK 
Insurance Limited (“MBIA UK”) undertake no obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements to reflect changes in 
events or expectations. Information on Trifinium and MBIA UK should be read in conjunction with, and is qualified in its entirety by, the 
information filed by their parent company MBIA Inc. with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on Forms 10-K, 10-Q and 8-
K.

This presentation is strictly confidential. This presentation and any additional written information subsequently provided by Trifinium 
and/or MBIA UK must not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed to others at any time without the prior written consent of 
Trifinium and/ or MBIA UK respectively. Trifinium and/or MBIA UK have no duty to update this presentation and the opinions, 
estimates and other views expressed in this presentation may change without notice. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss 
(whether direct, indirect or consequential) that may arise from any use of the information contained in or derived from this 
presentation. Although information in this presentation (including any underlying assumptions) has been obtained from and is based 
upon sources that Trifinium and/or MBIA UK believe to be reliable, Trifinium and/or MBIA UK do not guarantee its accuracy or 
completeness of such information.

All the information contained herein is for information and reference purposes only and does not constitute the provision of financial 
advice. This presentation does not constitute a binding commitment, nor an offer to enter into a binding commitment, to provide 
financing or advice to any person. 
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